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Smart Contracts
How much money does your organization lose due to long and painful processes, loss of
data or lack of compliance? Imagine the impact on your business when even the most
complex processes are 40-60% faster, you never lose a single document and you always have
a full audit trail? This is what Smart Contract Management can do for your organization.
One of the best things about the Smart
Contract Management solution is that,
because it is a centralized system that
exists between all permitted parties,
there’s no need to send all the
documents to all parties. It saves you
time, risk and conflict. And if you store
the info on the blockchain, your data is
more secured than traditional systems.
This is why banks and governments are
turning to them.
Smart contracts Management help you
exchange money, property, shares, or
anything of value in a transparent,
conflict-free way.

Our goal is to partner with our clients
in their digital transformation journey.
In this partnership, build on trust and
collaboration, we can help them in
moving from complex business
propositions to user-friendly apps and
systems that create tangible results.
We care about the impact of our
technology on their organization and
make sure that everyone who should
be involved, is involved in every step of
that journey. After all, the key to a
mutual success is that we both Learn,
Innovate and Deliver.
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Why This Solution?
How much time and money does your organization spent on Contract Management?

Shorter handling times
Decrease the handling time of
contracts, in some cases
40-60% end-to-end time
reductions were realized

Reduce repetitive work
Empower and motivate your
people and free up time for
more valuable work

Cost reduction
Up to 70% more efficient

Collaborate
A process that is based on
collaboration, both internal
and external stakeholders

Innovate
Paperless and fully integrated
with your existing systems.
Minimizing manual actions,
utilizing blockchain to create
your own secured ledger for
contracts and obligations

Monitored timelines
A system that not only
monitors timelines, but also
sets actions to ensure the
timelines are met

Never lose a single contract
Via one central repository for all your contracts,
perfectly organized and easy to access, it is
literally impossible to ever lose a contract.
Never lose money via this solution

End-to-end value tracking
Track the actual results of a
contract in performance,
progress, value, costs or
revenue against your forecast

Full Lifecycle Management
Follow the status of a
contract throughout all
stages of its lifecycle and
automatically verify if the
agreed obligations are met

Compliant
Full traceability of the status
of and actions taken for a
contract, in every stage

Always in control
After signing this process do not stop.
Our contract process will monitor and
automatically respond to contracted events.
Or start an extension process on a contract
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Who will Benefit
The smart contract management solution is a generic solution that can be optimized for
small, mid-sized and large enterprises, via adjusting configuration and customization settings.

Sales & Procurement Departments

Law Firms

Boost the collaboration between your
Sales, Legal and Procurement
departments. Work together with your
vendors and clients on simple and on
the more complex contracts. Even
contracts between multiple parties are
supported, involving all relevant
stakeholders in the process and
providing them with access to the
information that they need. After
contract signing, the solution will
monitor and execute the agreed
financial transactions at the moment
the conditions are met.

Close contracts with your clients in
days instead of weeks. Collaborate with
corporate clients on more complex
contracts, kick-starting with one of the
many pre-configured templates for law
firms. Use one of the standard
contracts for standard work, reducing
the amount of repetitive and manual
work to a minimum.

Standard dashboards and in-detail
reporting allowing Legal, Procurement
and Sales Management to track the
progress and performance of all of your
contracts.

Set and monitor the KPI’s and
obligations per contract to gain insight
in the performance of your
organization and your clients, allowing
you to continuously improve your
business.
Last but not least, offer a unique
solution towards your clients that will
increase their customer experience.
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Contracts dashboard is showing most active cases that the user is working on, offering several filter
options. Top right corner is showing the KPI’s of the organization or department.

The editor has options to create internal and external comments and has the option to alter clauses
as a suggestion to the other parties. Via approval mechanisms, the clauses can be settled and
finalized. All with audit tracing functionalities, providing a full overview of these processes.
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Contact us
Conveniunt is an international software and services company, providing legal tech solutions. With
offices in Poland and The Netherlands. Conveniunt is helping clients with their digital
transformation journey, related to their sales, legal and procurement processes.
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